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Imbolc
Imbolc can be thought of as the birth of Spring. Days are slowly growing 

longer and the earth is waking from the slumber of Winter. The promise of 
renewal breaks through the dark earth with the first Spring flowers. A time to 
slowly begin reaching outwards again whilst remaining connected to our inner 

vision for guidance.  
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When you are next in the garden or out on a walk, bring your awareness 
to your surroundings.

Is it still or can you hear a breeze? What is the temperature like and 
where do you notice it on your body? Are there any birds singing? 

What colours do you notice around you? Can you see any changes in the 
space - new buds or any growth? Continue investigating using your 

senses, repeat often for a grounding experience.
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Connecting with the cycles of the seasons can help us to reflect on 
changes in our own mood and energy which naturally ebbs and flows.

Imbolc is the midpoint between the Winter Solstice and the Spring Equinox. 
Most growth is still occuring out of view, in the belly of the earth, but some 

shoots are breaking through the surface. The increasing light is 
encouraging steady changes signalling the quickening of the year.

Below are some guided practices aimed to help you connect to 
the energy of the new season. To enhance this practice you may wish 

to spend some time in nature before or whilst working with these 
prompts or in a space that feels nurturing to you.

Guided Mindfulness Practice

We’ve created a ‘Reawaken’ Mindful Moment video.
To enjoy the sights and sounds of nature click here: Watch Now

https://youtu.be/WY0fkysAilk
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When do I feel most alive?
What inspires me?

What would I like to manifest this year?
What qualities will support my vision?

Based on your reflections above you may wish to come up 
with a self care intention to support you in the weeks to come:

N.b. At some points in our lives these questions will feel easier to answer than 
others. If you are struggling to answer any, offer yourself the same patience 

and kindness that you would to a friend. You can return back to them at any time.
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' As I move ahead I intend to...'

Seasonal Journal Prompts

Spring clean
Have a cleansing bath
Light candles
Plant seeds
Notice signs of Spring
Increase movement, stretch
Create something

Ideas for connecting with nature this season:


